
 
 

TEST // ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
 
Markdao is a fast-growing agency. Our teams are growing regularly and we are constantly 
looking for new faces! 
 
The purpose of this exercise is to recruit new Account Executives. 
If you take the time to play along, Markdao agrees: 

- Reply within two weeks 
- Never use your work 

 

SITUATION 1 
You receive this message from a client: 
 
Hello, 
 
I am contacting you because I would like to create an infographic to promote a new bank 
account offer. 
 
I imagine an infographic mixing diagrams, illustrations and animations in order to highlight 
key points of the offer, which I will send you in a second step. 
 
The ultimate goal of this is to encourage conversion. 
 
This infographic will be hosted on our new site that is currently being developed. 
This site will be live within 3 weeks. Would it be possible to have it by then? What would be 
the cost for this type of project? 
 
I let you come back to me. 
Have a good day, 
Sophie 
 
INDICATE WHAT ACTIONS ARE YOU PUTTING IN PLACE AND THE RESPONSE THAT YOU 
ADDRESS TO THIS CLIENT? 
 

SITUATION 2 
You are in the production phase of a new site for another of your clients. You are on the 
5th round on the creation of the product page. And you receive this message from your 
client. 
 
Hi, 
 
I just saw the new version of the product page. It’s a little better than the last one… We 
have come a long way, but we’re making progress! 
 
The organization of advice, comments and cross-sell blocks work better than the previous 
versions. 
 
On the other hand, we are still not there on the choice of colors, I find it bland and not 
aesthetic. 
 
Can you do 2, 3 color tests? 
 
Thank you, 
Jean 
 



 
 
INDICATE WHAT ACTIONS ARE YOU PUTTING IN PLACE AND THE RESPONSE THAT YOU 
ADDRESS TO THIS CLIENT? 
 
HOW TO SEND THE TEST ? 
In one ZIP file, CV and Test to Ms. Hong - tuyethong.tran@serdao.fr 
 
Thank you!  
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